
Falcon9 said:  
The incentives in the initiative aren't school by school. They just establish a fundamental principle that, as the 
state education system improves, it gets more money. Simple concept.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Illegal aliens did commit half the murders in Phoenix. In fact, they committed more than hlalf the murders. In 
2006, murders in Phoenix stood at 238. By 2009, murders had dropped to less than 90 per year. Russell 
Pearce was right. No apology necessary. In act, he is owed an apology.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Jared Loughner's act was logical once you understand what he was thinking. He just wasnt' very good at 
articulating his thoughts but those thoughts and the intensity of which he partook of them gave him an 
incredible sense of superiority over us mere mortals. A nihilist, Loughner feels that we are all so many 
inconsequential flecks of dust and that his act had no meaning at all. Not much discussion of holding these 
philosophies accountable for this debacle.  
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Falcon9 said:  
On top of all that, the major player of many of these initiatives was later convicited of forgery of signatures. It is 
likely that all of these initiatives were replete with forged signatures.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Schweikert cleans Quayle's clock.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Good job Greg.  
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Falcon9 said:  
The mission of fact checker is to slam Republican candidates. Total up all of the Republicans fact checked and 
compare it to democrats.  
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Falcon9 said:  
A direct criminal violation. They are required to disregard the address of incumbents in forming new districts. 
The probability that they did that appears to be miniscule.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Under the Cortes standard, Giffords is unable to run for Congress. She could never get on the witness stand 
and testify as to who purchased her signs or have any meaningful consent to being a Representative. She 
would be a sham candidate if someone files for her to run.  
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Falcon9 said:  
The real agenda and the real law violation here has not even been pointed out. It is also the easiest to prove. 
The real agenda was to strip incumbency from as many Republicans as possible. Since the law explicitly 
requires the commission to ignore incumbency, a clear criminal violation has occurred. How can this be 
proved? First, do a statistical test. What is the probability that incumbency address was ignored? It should 
come in close to 50%. In fact, it will come in closer to zero. Then find out the group that programmed those 
lines and question them under oath. The complexity of this contrivance means that multiple people were 
involved in the detailed calculations necessary to produce such a result as what happened.  
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Falcon9 said:  
You have to pay attention to what Obama does, not what he says. He proposed more taxes for the rich, but not 
a higher tax rate. He is tacking already. Doesn't help though if it isn't permanent.  
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Falcon9 said:  
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Tax revenues as a percent of the economy hit a record in 1997, then again in 1998, then again in 1999 then the 
ecoomy collapsed in 2000 just in time to take down Al Gore. The economy has never recovered. Obama 
campaigned on a promise to restore the tax levels that caused the collapse in 2000 and the welfare levels that 
caused the stagnation of the 70's. When the probability of Obama becoming president hit 70%, the economy 
completely collapsed.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Don't be so pessimistic. We have a solid base of research on how to solve this problem and it will eventually 
percolate even up through Washington. We have to reduce the marginal taxation of our successful small 
business owners from 60% to 40% and our economy will take off with a bang. Stock market will go to 18,000; 
higher growth will reduce the actuarial deficit of our social security system from 63 trillion to 30 trillion and off 
we will go for another decade before collapse threatens again. If we get growing at 4% again, we can finance 
trillion dollar deficits indefinitely. Also, if we get growing at 4% again, gold will collapse just like it did in 1980. If 
you invest in gold, be sure to stay diversified. Our Republican congress is completely failing us with the focus 
on cash flow, they need to focus in economic growth. Get personal and corporate tax rates down into the 20's 
for successful small businesses.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Greenspan's behavior in this crisis has been despicable. The Laffer curve has been thoroughly mapped. We 
are now taking 57% of the successful smallbusiness marginal dollar. Obama is advocating for 63%. Revenue is 
lost, not gained after 40%.  
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Falcon9 said:  
We have a whole lot fewer caucasians working now that the hispanics have left. But, crime is much lower. No 
money and no one is stealing it.  
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Falcon9 said:  
People aren't reading newspapers because they are getting their news on the web. And, now there is 
competition. Greg Patterson is smarter and more interesting to read than all of the Republic editorial writers 
with the exception of Bob Robb. And, I can get Greg any time any where not just on my driveway at 6 am.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Oh, yes it is a circle of corruption. Not big time like in Chicago but on that path. Find out who were were in that 
total social circle at those games, which lobbyists, who do they represent. These weren't the only games- 
World series, NBA playoffs, two Superbowls. Who feeds at the top of the trough. Some people went on a 
different path.  
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Falcon9 said:  
It matters in this regard. These trips were at the center of a circle of corruption. The large legal contracts, the 
large lobbying contracts leveraged other corrupt deals. With no great disrespect to those who went on the trips, 
note the names not on the list.  
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Falcon9 said:  
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Let's keep in mind all those elected officials who did not show up on the Fiesta Bowl report. Or the Cardinals 
Super Bowl report, or the Diamond Backs World Series Report or the Phoenix Suns NBA World Championship 
report. Or the Hockey annual report or any reports.  
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Falcon9 said:  
They played right into Horne's hands, but, they didn't have the Mexican flag. All they had was an American flag. 
At least in this video.  
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Well of course scientists are democrats. They are all on the public dole and have been all of their lives.  
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Falcon9 said:  
We have about 500,000 students taking the test which is about 20,000 classrooms. At 1 in 370 odds, about 54 
teachers would naturally land there. If 93 teachers are landing there, well maybe 39 of them are cheating. 
Since we have about 60,00 teachers in this state, about one-hundredth of one percent are likely cheating, at 
least to an intensive degree. Our test is also audited by the National Assessment of Educational Progress and 
AIMS and NAEP test results are synchronized for Arizona, unlike other states like Texas and New York that are 
experiencing massive cheating.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Jared was a "fervent" atheist and a "daily" pot smoker. He listed Karl Marx as a favorite author.  
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Falcon9 said:  
The founding fathers had specific intent to prohibit referendum as a way of governing. They had carefully 
studied the final years of the Greek empire and the breakdown under failure of the assembly.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Edward Prescott, ASU economist won his nobel prize for business cycle theory. He mapped all of the great 
depressions of the last 100 years, many of which were more severe than our great depression. His models 
point out that all of these downturns were worsened or created by government action. According to his work, 
our current downturn is being exacerbated by excess government taxation of business. If you care about 
creating prosperity for the poor, you should know that we are taxing way beyond the optimum point. The 
Obama administration prides itself on its intellectual superiority, but its economic policies are dumber than a 
rock. They actually have a research foundation for what they are doing that enables them to sneer at 
Republicans but our side doesn't know the research and is speechless when Greenspan says that the tax cuts 
don't pay for themselves. Oh, yes they do.  
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Falcon9 said:  
A more factionalized representation for our nation. Something rightly feared by the founding fathers.  
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Falcon9 said:  
I don't mind them selling Mexican food as long as the menus are mostly in English. And, I'm not being 
humorous or racist. A lot is at stake here.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Araneta isn't a jerk, he is a genuinely good guy who attended Catholic school. It just shows you that common 
culture now has a hostile attitude towards Christianity such that it is almost forbidden. And, that many otherwise 
intelligent people are drifting towards alignment with that culture. Great peace Greg! (Or would that be piece?) 
(Or, Pece?) Something phonetically like that at least.  
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Falcon9 said:  
What's the mission. Senator Pearce has reduced the crime rate in Phoenix from 238 murders (2006) to less 
than 80 over the last 12 months. We have violent crime rates not seen in 40 years. He has reduced the 
statewide unemployment rate to below the national average as compared to skyrocketing rates in California 
and Nevada. However, we are now going to see the dark side of controlling immigration - fewer jobs for 
caucasions. In an improving economy, free flowing immigration creates more jobs for caucasions, not fewer. 
Economic growth is one part productivity growth and 2 parts population growth. Caucasians aren't reproducing 
themselves, so all population growth has to be immigration. We are condemning ourselves to a second rate 
future if we don't reestablish the melting pot with a strong flow of immigrants engaging in economic activity, not 
crime. We all need to stomp out balkanization. No spanish radio stations, no spanish billboards, no spanish tv 
stations, no spanish newspapers. This is America, speak English.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Who is taking money out of education? When Shelton retires, the value of his retirement will be on the order of 
$10 million. Just one person. He's the villian. Universities used to be the places where they kept the books, 
when books were worth the equivalent of $20,000. Now, book text knowledge is worth pennies. Shelton is 
screaming from the pressures of being obsolete.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Let's look at the profound facts. Our unemployment rate is less than 10%, unlike California and Nevada, 
because we reduced our illegal immigrant population. Our violent crime rate is at a 40 year low because we 
reduced our illegal immigrant population. The general population knows these things, unlike the mainstream 
media which are in denial, and has acted accordingly to vote for those who support these actions. As for these 
government welfare programs that supposedly save people's lives, when the hundreds of millions of dollars 
from prop 204 poured into health care, Arizona's age adjusted death rates did not move in the slightest (CDC).  
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Falcon9 said:  
For four years, Bevins has shown that he is more interested in being nasty, hurtful and a touch evil than in 
winning. A true loser and not just at the polls.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Salary and benefits at the City of Phoenix average $100,000 per year. Salary and benefits at the state of 
Arizona average $41,000 per year. City of Phoenix is ranked dead last among Maricopa County Cities in rated 
service levels: the worst managed city in Maricopa county. The state of Arizona is ranked second highest in the 
nation in rated service levels. Why should the state legislature give the city of phoenix a dime, much less 
hundreds of millions of dollars?  
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Falcon9 said:  
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Huppenthal maximized education funding when compared to democrat states. It takes a democrat to really cut 
the throats of schools. Since when is a 5% cut a slashing, particularly when revenues fell 30%?  
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Falcon9 said:  
Hey, Tuttle, develop a sense of humor. Smile.  
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falcon9 said:  
Give Brewer credit. She's 16 and 0 in knife fights.  
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falcon9 said:  
Chandler is a very expensive city, in the top ten percentile of all cities in the nation on a per capita basis. It 
provides friendly but very average services. It is now in the process of the very initial stages of turning the city 
into a ghetto by neglecting basic maintenance of pavement. The passage of prop 300 means that they can 
keep their very expensive cost structure.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Brad, One state has public schools, that, on average, perform better than all of the other states. Arizona 
schools need to improve by about 20% in measured academic gains to be the number one state in the nation. 
Right now, Arizona public schools perform at about the national average. We have a statewide avereage 
performance and a national average performance. It would perhaps be a tautology, or at least stupid, to say 
that Arizona schools perform at about the Arizona average.  
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Falcon9 said:  
RsSuck, Compare Arizona with New York. Arizona ranked 11th in the nation in net immigration in 2009 despite 
all of our travails. Only ten other states outgained us in attracting residents from the other 49 states. New York, 
led by New York city, ranked 50th. They tried the opposite strategy of Arizona. They tried to become 
economically attractive by increasing taxes (I kid you not). New York City accounted for 90% of their loss.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Ann Coulter has documented quite a number of these exhibitions of hate, attributed to conservatives, were 
actually perpetuated by the victims, not conservatives.  
Reply | Edit | View | Mar 27, 2010 on That's not targetin…  
Falcon9 said:  
Rex, the self-selection bias, if anything, worked the other way. All day kindergarteners started slightly ahead of 
the half-day kindergarteners in the study. No half truths at all to Greg's posting. RAND says that a redesigned 
kindergarten might do something that the current kindergarten doesn't do: work. Duh. But why redesign when 
current wisdom says full day kindergarten is the best things since slice bread? Greg says that current full-day 
kindergarten hurts the typical student, RAND says the same thing.  
Reply | Edit | View | Mar 22, 2010 on You May Believe it,…  
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Falcon9 said:  
Great post. Would just diverge from you modestly in one dimension. Arizona schools are excellent for highly 
educated and skilled consumers. We have a number of public schools, both district and charter, which are in 
the top 1% of all schools in the nation. However, on average, our schools are mediocre and haven't moved for 
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8 years. We rank at about the national average and you can trace that mediocrity to the policies of the 
department of education. They have labeled schools as "performing" that are among the worst in the nation. 
The worst five schools in Arizona all have "performing labels". One even has an excelling label. Arizona's 
number one asset is that we have more choice than any other state in the nation and we have not leverage that 
asset with accountability. These schools with that "performing" label, the equivalent of a "D" grade, actually 
have banners out in front of their schools bragging about it. We are guiding parents to schools which may be 
destructive to their child. Schools where students actually lose ground every year they attend.  
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Falcon9 said:  
People are "pro" illegal immigration because states with large illegal immigration populations have had large 
job creation of American citizens as well. And, states with low illegal immigration populations have low job 
creation among their American citizens. Supporters of illegal immigration also believe, falsely, that illegal 
immigrants have lower crime rates than American citizens. In fact, they have crime rates a multiple higher than 
American citizens. Just witness Phoenix murder rates. Before Senator Pearce's employer sanctions law, 
Phoenix was averaging 250 murders per year. Now, they are averaging 125 murders per year. A 1 to 3% 
reduction in Arizona's population resulted in 50% reduction in murder rates.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Paton is going to win the primary going away. We just have to make sure that the intensity of the other 
candidates doesn't hit him with any shrapnel.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Tax credit was started in 1990's. Republic never supported its creation. Has never editorialized in support of it. 
Even Bob Robb, of all people, took a shot at it.  
Reply | Edit | View | Feb 7, 2010 on A Jihad by any othe…  
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Falcon9 said:  
There was a huge reduction in accidents immediately upon the cameras being put in place. However, the 
economy was crashing too and congestion on our streets was dropping dramatically. The accident reduction 
would have to be adjusted for that phenonmena. We need another state or national data to do that. Question is, 
can we get all that time savings from accident reduction if we set one standard speed limit (80 mph) and quit 
nailing people by having photo radar in 55 mph zones? Also, does the accident reduction stop once people 
learn where all the cameras are?  
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Falcon9 said:  
Nick understands the issue. Forget making them profit centers. Set the camera speed at 80 mph - that gets rid 
of slamming on the brakes. The reduction in accidents is a huge benefit, it saves everyone enormous time.  
Reply | Edit | View | Jan 5, 2010 on Under the Radar  
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Falcon9 said:  
Silly goose, the tax credit program strengthens our public education system. In fact, it is a key part of our three 
part public education system. 1) District schools, 2) Charter Public Schools and 3) Tuition tax credits. This three 
part system is how we educate the public. The district system in Arizona only recently became part of the public 
system with open enrollment. Before that, it was a system of private schools paid for by the public. The district 
system is still dysfunctional. Almost unbelievably, there is absolutely no correlation between spending and 
results. Go figure - the only part of our economy where that is true.  
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Falcon9 said:  
I followed your Andrew Jackson link. It was a painful read. Jackson betrayed his ally, an ally who evidently 
saved his life in battle. Your link, is the entry true? Betrayed in a particularly cruel way.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Tucson is a basket case. Only 12% of parents rate their neighborhood an excellen place to raise a child. Only 
7% rate the quality of city government excellent. The percentage of low-income residents living within 4 miles of 
a public library is less than 1/2 that of Seattle. The percentage of street miles meeting minimun engineering 
standards for maintenance is less than 20%. The probability of being raped, murdered or assaulted is 
significantly higher than the typical city at Tucson's average wage level. The proportion of traffic being carried 
on freeways, transportation miles that pollute over 30% less and take 50% less time, is more than 25% less 
than that of Phoenix. Tucson has a public policy mix that is poisonous to the prosperity and safety of its families.  
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Falcon9 said:  
The core reform argument is a belief that a) we have the worst k-12 schools in the nation and b) that our 
universities have deteriorated since the early 90's. The truth is different. The very best studies rank our k-12 
schools slightly above average. For educated consumers, we have the best k-12 school system in the nation. 
Our number one ranking in school choice enables every parent to find a free school whose performance is 
among the very best private schools in the nation. In the early 90's, only 12% of ASU graduates rated the 
quality of their education excellent. Today, 32% rate it excellent. Satisfaction, a lower level of quality, is 
stratospherically higher. This improvement in quality is part and parcel of why ASU has exploded in student 
count. Another fiction they share is the lack of performance of our economy. In 1993, the average wage level in 
Arizona ranked 26th in the nation. In 2005, that had slowly risen to 21st. Only one other state in the nation 
gained more than 5 slots. They prefer per capita income, believing that an increasing population share of 
retirees and children is a bad thing. The cities bear the standard for the reformers. Our Maricopa county cities 
are among the most obese in the nation. Over the last two decades they have claimed an increasing share of 
our economy with just an iota improvement in quality. The last few years, cities went into a feeding frenzy, 
comparing salaries with each other competing furiously to be the most expensive. Their claims against our 
retirement funds soared by billions of dollars. Inadvertently, that is the kind of government the reformers want to 
see - fat, mediocre and contented. The reformers are all good people, dealing with reality as a construct of the 
mind constructed by our mainstream media. The challenge they have is with blogs like this where reality is a 
construct of reality and people are knowledgeable enough to separate fact from fiction.  
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Falcon9 said:  
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Plus, he's just an all-around good guy. Gracious to a fault, uplifting even in the most difficult situations, a 
personality that invites others to join with him even when they disagree with him. Smart, articulate, seasoned. 
An ideal congressman. Let's all get behind him and help.  
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Falcon9 said:  
Anyone listen to John Munger speak? Powerful. Also, former president of the Board of Regents.  
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Falcon9 said:  
There should be a substantial supply side price to be charged for allowing access to the ballot. That supply side 
effort could completely offset the destructive sales tax effect of the Brewer tax and head our truly obese cities 
off at the pass.  
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